Abstract. The visual representation of concepts or ideas through the use of simple shapes has always been explored in the history of Humanity, and it is believed to be the origin of writing. We focus on computational generation of visual symbols to represent concepts. We aim to develop a system that uses background knowledge about the world to find connections among concepts, with the goal of generating symbols for a given concept. We are also interested in exploring the system as an approach to visual dissociation and visual conceptual blending. This has a great potential in the area of Graphic Design as a tool to both stimulate creativity and aid in brainstorming in projects such as logo, pictogram or signage design.
. Chinese characters for root, tree, woods and forest (left to right). Root can be obtained by adding a line to the tree character; woods character can be obtained (barely) by using two tree characters; woods can be obtained by using three tree characters. Inspired by examples as the ones presented above, our goal is to conceive an approach for computationally generating concept-representative symbols, i.e. visual representations of concepts. In this paper we present some of the key aspects that have to be considered when generating such symbols and the strategies to explore in order to achieve our objective.
Generation of concept-representative symbols
The idea of creating a symbol for a given concept based on its connections to other concepts is, just by itself, interesting. However, if we consider the exploration of this idea using computational means to automate the generation process of the symbols, its potential greatly increases.
We can think of a tool capable of generating symbols whose visual properties would be the outcome of an analysis of the conceptual space of the introduced concept. We believe that such a tool could assist the designer during the ideation process by stimulating its creativity, aiding in brainstorming activities and thus giving rise to new ideas and concepts.
Concerning the visual qualities of the generated symbols, it is crucial to consider several aspects. The first one is the degree of abstraction. This aspect can be considered to be influenced by the choice of the connections used in the symbol generation. Take for example the concept car : if we consider the connections between car and the concepts door, window and wheel, the resultant symbol will probably be highly pictorial; if we choose to ignore those connections, the resulting symbol might be more abstract. Ideally, the tool should allow the abstraction degree to be set according to the user's needs.
However, this is not the only aspect that is greatly dependent on the connections used. As observed in the blissymbols, a given combination of symbols might lead to different interpretations. If some perceptual aspects are not considered, this might result in a conflict between the concept and the perception of the symbol. In the next subsection some of these aspects will be presented.
Considering visual characteristics
When dealing with symbols, it is important to bear in mind some aspects of how a representation's meaning can be changed by changing some of its visual characteristics. The following aspects are essential: position, colour and shape.
The first semiotic aspect -position -can be seen in Figure 2 . By putting an arrow next to the water symbol a new concept is represented. The concept also varies according to positioning of the arrow. Such details must be considered and a mechanism for analysing them needs to be developed (similar issues have been considered in [2] ). Fig. 3 . Left side is shown how the meaning of a banana can change with its colour (mature, green and red banana). Right side is Kiki/Bouba example. Accordingly to Ramachandran 98% of all respondents atribute the name Kiki to the shape on the left and Bouba to the right one, despite having no meaning at all [9] . Best viewed in colour.
Another aspect to be regarded is colour. Through a brief analysis of the banana example in Figure 3 it is easy to understand the importance of this aspect. By simply attributing a different colour to the same symbol, its perceptual meaning also changes. In addition, the use of colour has already been proven as a mean of facilitating the interpretation of visual representations of concepts (e.g. [7] ). However, its incorrect use has the opposite effect (e.g. Stroop effect), causing interference in its interpretation. On the other hand, a mechanism to avoid an over-use of colour will probably be needed as colour might not be necessary in some symbols.
The third important aspect is shape. When generating visual symbols from textual data (e.g. semantic networks), one cannot avoid dealing with shape. The choice of shape for a given concept is not easy by itself but one has also to consider its visual qualities. Take for example the shapes presented in Kiki/bouba example in Figure 3 . Despite not having any meaning at all, there is a clear tendency or bias when attributing names to them. This can be explained as follows, humans tend to perform mappings among domains, namely between image and sound, as such sharp shapes tend to be associated with sharp sounds and organic shapes with smooth ones [9] .
As we have already mentioned, these semiotic aspects have to be considered when generating symbols. This is only possible to achieve by thoroughly analysing the conceptual network and also considering previously generated symbols as both examples and base for the generation of the new symbol.
Getting information
An extensive analysis of the conceptual space is important but there is another issue that has to be resolved: if the system does not have access to a large source of knowledge -with information about visual properties -it will be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve good results. One possibility is to use an already built semantic network of common sense knowledge (e.g. [8] or [3] ).
However, as our main objective is to generate visual representations, knowledge about visual characteristics is required. For that reason, a methodology has to be conceived for acquiring such data. A possible solution is to use a similar approach to the one used by Open Mind Common Sense project -a knowledge acquisition system designed to acquire common sense knowledge from the general public over the web [10] . Our goal is to focus on gathering information about objects' visual characteristics such as colour, shape and texture. These will likely allow us to attain adequate results in terms of symbol generation.
Crowdsourcing will probably be used in our knowledge-gathering process as it easily allows to reach a high number of contributors at a reduced cost. In addition, the validity of online crowdsourced experiments on visual properties and graphical perception has already been demonstrated (e.g. [5] ).
This distributed human project approach allows us not only to gather data at a scale that would not be possible otherwise but also enables us to study the role of context in perception -one of our goals is to test whether the symbols generated differ accordingly to the location where the data was gathered from.
We also intend to explore other alternatives for populating our semantic network, such as automatic gathering of information. Using Google Image Search is one example of this and can be used to find images related to the content being analysed and consequently extracting useful information from them (e.g. [7] ).
Generating symbols
In our opinion there are, at least, two different ways of generating a symbol for a given concept: (1) starting with no prior knowledge and analysing the conceptual space in order to extract possible visual features to be used in the symbol; (2) using prior knowledge -previously generated symbols of concepts that are, in some way, related to the introduced concept. This would lead to a higher coherence among generated symbols. In both cases, not only direct conceptual connections are used but also more uncommon ones -through a process of analogy. As such, we argue that mechanisms such as case-based reasoning or conceptual blending [4] are suitable strategies to generate symbols of concepts. As for the former, we can consider a case-base comprised of symbols such as the ones depicted in Figure 2 and develop a system to produce novel ones using analogues to the previous ones. Regarding conceptual blending, the idea is to explore the structure mapping approach to analogy and concept integration based on conceptual spaces and semiotic systems.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented our approach to computational generation of conceptrepresentative symbols. We aim to develop a design aiding tool that combines the exploration of conceptual spaces in combination with processes of analogymaking and semiotic analysis to generate possible visual (abstract/semi-abstract) representations for the concepts introduced by the user. We believe that it will help the designer during the ideation process by stimulating its creativity, aiding in brainstorming activities and thus giving rise to new ideas and concepts.
